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	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The review panel is in unanimous agreement that the GOES-17 SUVI L1b data has reached Beta Maturity. Jon and Dan did an excellent job. The following are the primary concerns that should be addressed before we reach Provisional status:- Implement the new L1b Ground LUT asap- ABI operation will require bi-yearly yaw flips near each equinox, and there's an issue with SUVI related to the sun center pixel values when the spacecraft is in the inverted position. The panel strongly recommends working on a Ground fix for this issue (ADR 663) and getting it implemented asap.- Recommend taking measures to despike the data, whether at L1b or L2 level- Complete the planned upcoming PLPTsAdditional comments by committee members:Slide 58: "Sources of serious concern" ADR 757 - This has been researched by DOST and was a single event at RBU traced to an operator mistakenly restarting SUVI L1b services for GOES-16 only. Should not be listed in red on slide 68.Slide 64: (general comment, not against this PS-PVR) - There is no PLPT explicitly written for intercalibration of SUVI between GOES-R series platforms (e.g., between G16 and G17). RIMPs should be updated for all instruments to include this.Slide 67: ADR 309 is open to address despiking, Flight WR 4353 was rejected as the capability is considered outside of instrument/L1b requirements. Slide 68: ADR 663 is open to address yaw flip processing, flip coming up on 9/24/18 will allow assessment of handing via 2x per year LUT updates vs. code changes. Also, ADR 757 should not be listed as an impact.The NCEI SUVI team is encouraged to:(1) Develop a new PLPT to compare G16 and G17 SUVI. (2) Evaluate the usability of the NASA SDO EVE rocket underflight data, and other opportunistic independent observations, for use in existing PLPTs.AWR 4353 - despiking of images - is of major importance. Not only does this impact the global radiometrics of images, because it is a localized phenomena it will impact many of the automated processes that SWPC will apply to the L2+ images. These include feature recognition and event detection. Without correction, the spikes will make these processes infeasible. From a technical perspective, there are several algorithmic approaches available to address the issue, but they must be applied to L1 data.  The algorithms are straightforward if implemented at L1 processing. If implemented at L2, the images will effectively need to be "restored" to L1 by reverse engineering, have the correction applied, and then reprocessed to L2.Both ADRs 664 and 666 are of concern. In each case it appears that there are pixel indexing issues for "blank" pixels and bad pixels. This needs to be resolved.
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